Introduction

Pancreatic adenocarcinoma is the fourth leading cause of cancer-related mortality in men and women in the United States. In 2014, it is estimated that there will be 46,420 new cases and 39,590 deaths due to this disease (1). Surgical resection remains the only potentially curative therapy, and several randomized trials support administration of adjuvant chemotherapy or chemoradiation to improve survival outcomes (2-6). Preoperative chemotherapy with or without radiotherapy is recommended for patients with borderline resectable pancreatic adenocarcinoma, albeit no randomized data exist (7).

Distal pancreatic adenocarcinomas of the body or tail of the pancreas comprise only 20-25% of all diagnosed pancreatic adenocarcinomas (8). While more proximal periampullary tumors typically present with jaundice, malabsorption, and pancreatitis, distal tumors are usually
associated with vague symptoms including weight loss and abdominal pain (8); consequently, distal cancers present at later stages than proximal cancers and are more likely to be metastatic or locally unresectable at the time of diagnosis (9).

The surgical approach to pancreatic resection for adenocarcinoma is dependent on the location of the tumor along the length of the pancreas. While pancreaticoduodenectomy (Kausch-Whipple procedure) is used to treat select patients with cancers of the pancreatic head, neck, and uncinate process, the operative approach for patients with early stage pancreatic cancer of the body and tail is the distal (or left) pancreatectomy (3). Figure 1 shows cross sectional images of pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma requiring distal pancreatectomy. Distal pancreatectomy for adenocarcinoma was performed on average each year in the United States (10), limiting the ability to study this patient population in a randomized fashion.

Over the last few decades, laparoscopic surgery has been adopted and is considered the standard approach for resection for many retroperitoneal and abdominal organs (11-15). The adoption of laparoscopic pancreatectomy by the surgical community has been slower to occur secondary to concerns of the technical difficulty and risk of complication; however, since the first series of laparoscopic distal pancreatectomies in 1996, these concerns have been addressed in multiple studies that have supported the safety and benefits of laparoscopic pancreatic surgery (16-20). This review examines patient outcomes after laparoscopic distal pancreatectomy for adenocarcinoma with a focus on the short and long term oncologic outcomes.

**Surgical technique**

The approaches to laparoscopic distal pancreatectomy are well described elsewhere (21,22), and key operative steps of this technique are shown in Figure 2. Variations of the technique will be discussed, such as: patient positioning, use of hand access ports, the role of splenic preservation, direction and extent of dissection, and role of robotics (which will be covered in a separate section). Figure 3 shows intraoperative images of laparoscopic distal pancreatectomy for adenocarcinoma, and pancreatosplenectomy specimens are demonstrated in Figure 4.

Patients are typically positioned either in supine or lazy right lateral decubitus position depending on tumor location and surgeon preference. The advantages of supine position are ease of set up, clearer airway access for anesthesia, and ability to access the pancreatic head and
neck if necessary for tumors extending to this location. The benefits of the lateral position include gravity retraction of the stomach and spleen, more direct visualization of the body and tail of the pancreas, and superior surgeon ergonomics and comfort (24).

In the laparoscopic hand-access technique, an abdominal port is placed through which the surgeon’s hand can access the peritoneal cavity during the laparoscopic procedure. Others have described the technical details of laparoscopic hand-assist distal pancreatectomy (18,25,26). Potential advantages to a hand-access approach include preserving the surgeon’s ability of direct palpation of

Figure 3 Intraoperative images of laparoscopic distal pancreatectomy for adenocarcinoma illustrating (A) the ultrasound probe over the pancreatic tail tumor; (B) the dissection of the splenic artery; (C) the dissection of the splenic vein; and (D) the splenic artery stump, left renal vein, and left adrenal vein after resection of the specimen.

Figure 4 (A) Typical pancreatosplenectomy specimen from distal pancreatectomy for adenocarcinoma; (B) distal pancreatectomy specimen showing a section through the tumor of the pancreatic tail.
tumor and anatomy, ease of removal of larger malignant specimens through the hand port, use of manual dissection, and opportunity to apply direct pressure in the case of bleeding. The largest comparative trial of hand access (n=61) compared to total laparoscopic (n=72) distal pancreatectomies is from the authors’ institution (27). Though patients who underwent total laparoscopic procedures had shorter hospital stays (5.3±1.7 vs. 6.8±5.5 days; P=0.032), there was a trend that total laparoscopic procedures had higher rates of conversion to open procedure compared to hand assist (8.5% vs. 3.3%; P=0.21). In the same study, it was found that the hand-access approach was used less frequently in recent cases of laparoscopic distal pancreatectomy compared to earlier cases at a single intuition (25.6% vs. 68.1%; P<0.001) (27). Despite this temporal shift, the hand-assist approach still plays an important role in more challenging cases of resection of larger tumors, tumors with increased surrounding inflammation, and in obese patients.

Another option in the laparoscopic approach to distal pancreatectomy is splenic preservation. This can be accomplished through preservation of the splenic vasculature or en bloc resection of the splenic vasculature with preservation of the short gastric vessels to supply the spleen, known as the Warshaw technique (28), although splenic function following this approach is not validated. Multiple studies have addressed the value of splenic preservation with regards to perioperative morbidity and mortality with no clear consensus on recommendations for benign disease (29-31). For patients with malignant disease, vessel-preserving splenic preservation may compromise radial resection margins, as residual pancreatic tissue likely remains following dissection; thus, splenic preservation is not recommended for these patients by the authors.

During a typical open distal pancreatectomy, surgeons mobilize the spleen and dissect under the pancreatic tail and proceed towards the pancreatic neck in a left to right direction, or lateral-to-medial approach, as the operating team is looking down on the target organ. The laparoscopic view is antero-caudal, lending itself to dissection under the gland and a medial-to-lateral approach giving the surgeon access to the splenic vessels first (24). No head to head comparison of these approaches exists.

Radical antegrade modular pancreatectomy (RAMPS) represents an alternate surgical approach to distal pancreatectomy. In this procedure, first described in the context of an open approach in 2003, the surgeon performs the dissection of the pancreas from right to left taking a wider margin where possible, to include the lymphatic tissue surrounding the celiac axis, Gerota’s fascia of the left kidney, and the left adrenal gland when necessary (32). In proceeding with the dissection in this manner, it was hypothesized that one could achieve an improved oncologic resection with a higher likelihood of obtaining negative tangential (mobilization) margins (89%; n=32), increased rates of R0 (microscopically negative) resections (81%; n=32), an improved N1 dissection [mean lymph node (LN) count =18], and a five-year overall survival similar to that of patients undergoing pancreaticoduodenectomy for adenocarcinoma (35.5%) (33,34). Later, the RAMPS technique was adapted for laparoscopic surgery and is an option in the laparoscopic resection of distal pancreatic adenocarcinoma (17).

As RAMPS is designed in part to improve tangential surgical margin clearance, one must consider the true value of the R0 resection, for which current data are conflicting. In a recent study comparing survival outcomes in patients who underwent RAMPS (n=38) to those who had traditional distal pancreatectomies (n=54), Park et al. found that RAMPS was not independently associated with overall survival (HR: 1.502; 95% CI: 0.796-2.834; P=0.209) (35). Jamieson et al. analyzed outcomes of 148 cases of classic or pylorus-preserving pancreaticoduodenectomies for pancreatic adenocarcinoma stratifying by margin status (36). Distinguishing between transection margins and tangential or mobilization margins, the study revealed that patients with R1 mobilization (tangential) margins had the same survival as patients with R0 resections (P=0.52), while R1 transection margins were independently associated with shorter survival (HR: 2.76; 95% CI: 2.12-3.91) (36). This suggested that while R0 transection margins were related to survival, the status of the mobilization margin was not; however, a meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials examining outcomes related to adjuvant therapy after pancreatic resection for pancreatic adenocarcinoma found that margin status, in general, was not an independent predictor of survival (R1: HR 1.10; 95% CI: 0.94-1.29; P=0.24) (37). Though this study challenged the value of negative resection margins, surgical doctrine currently recommends R0 resection, and the RAMPS approach can increase R0 rates.

**Patient selection**

In surgical planning, multiple factors must be considered in choosing candidates for laparoscopic distal pancreatectomy.
These include medical comorbidities, size of the tumor, adjacent organ involvement, and major vascular involvement. Differences between patient populations undergoing laparoscopic and open distal pancreatectomy were considered in a multi-institutional retrospective study from the Central Pancreas Consortium (CPC; representing a collaboration of academic US institutions with high volumes of pancreatic surgery) (38). In this study of patients who underwent distal pancreatectomy for all pathologies between 1999 and 2008, 439 patients underwent open-approach procedures while 254 patients had a laparoscopic procedure. There was no difference in age (>65 years: 30% vs. 31%; P=NS) or ASA class (>2: 54% vs. 49%; P=NS). Additionally, patients had similar BMIs (≥27: 45% vs. 51%; P=NS). Open procedures were more frequently done for pancreatic adenocarcinoma (29% vs. 9%; P<0.001) and larger tumors (>3.5 cm: 58% vs. 40%; P<0.001) with longer postoperative specimens (>8.5 cm: 59% vs. 46%; P<0.002) and more frequent splenectomy (90% vs. 66%; P<0.001).

For laparoscopic distal pancreatectomy, no assessed preoperative factor increased the risk of major complication or pancreatic fistula (38).

A study from the authors’ institution compared patient populations undergoing laparoscopic distal pancreatectomy in the context of early experience and recent experience (27). One hundred thirty two patients over 11 years were divided into groups of 66 based on timing of resection representing the early and present experience of the institution. Eleven of these patients had pancreatic adenocarcinoma. There was no observed difference between the temporal groups in age, sex, and obesity rate. In more recent cases, patients had a higher rate of comorbidities (Charleston comorbidity score ≥3: 40.9% vs. 16.7%; P=0.003). There were increased tumors in the body and neck in the more recent experience (74.2% vs. 26.3%; P<0.001). Additionally, a trend was appreciated in increased mean size of tumors in the recent experience (4.0±2.8 vs. 3.3±1.5 cm; P=0.09). Despite the increase in more proximal tumors and increased comorbidities in the recent cohort undergoing laparoscopic distal pancreatectomy, there were no differences in perioperative complications rates between early and recent experience, thereby suggesting that this technique has acceptable morbidity in these higher risk patients (27).

The CPC studied patients who underwent laparoscopic distal pancreatectomy to create a risk score to predict development of post-operative complications (39). The preoperative factor that independently correlated with major complications and major pancreatic fistulas (class B or C) was increased BMI (≥27: HR 3.27, 95% CI: 1.16-9.60, P<0.05; HR 6.49, 95% CI: 1.79-23.50, P<0.01). Other risk factors included length of pancreas specimen >8 cm and estimated blood loss >150 mL. The increased risk from higher BMI can be helpful in counseling patients pre-operatively (39). Conversely, Boutros et al. found that unselected patients undergoing laparoscopic distal pancreatectomy had similar outcomes to selected patients, implying that selection criteria for laparoscopic approach could be expanded (40).

**Outcomes after laparoscopic distal pancreatectomy for adenocarcinoma**

Open distal pancreatectomy has long been considered the standard approach to resection of distal pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma with acceptable morbidity and a perioperative mortality of less than 1% (30). As advanced MIS techniques develop, a laparoscopic approach to managing pancreatic cancer is now an option. There are limited data comparing laparoscopic and open distal pancreatectomy for adenocarcinoma (Table 1). Here, we explore the postoperative outcomes as well as the short-term (nodes and margins) and long-term (recurrence and survival) oncologic outcomes after laparoscopic resection of distal pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma.

**Postoperative surgical outcomes of laparoscopic resection**

The first studies to report postoperative outcomes after laparoscopic resections of pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma had small samples sizes with no comparative element. In a retrospective, multi-centered European trial in 2005, 127 patients who underwent laparoscopic resection for pancreatic neoplasms were studied (19). Twenty-four patients underwent distal pancreatectomy with splenectomy, and only 3 patients had pancreatic adenocarcinoma on pathology. The conversion rate for the entire patient population was 14%, and there were no perioperative deaths. With laparoscopic distal pancreatectomy and splenectomy, the mean OR time was 195 minutes, and 27% of patients had postoperative pancreatic complications. Patients who underwent a laparoscopic procedure had shorter hospital stay compared to those where the procedure was converted to open (7 vs. 11 days; P<0.0021) (19). In 2006, in a single institution study of 16 patients in the US undergoing laparoscopic hand-assisted distal pancreatectomy, only one patient had adenocarcinoma. This patient had an
operative time of 224 minutes with 1,250 mL of estimated blood loss. Post-operatively, the patient tolerated a general diet in 3 days and was discharged on post-operative day 4 without complication (18). Though these data suggest that laparoscopy could be performed for pancreatic adenocarcinoma resection in the distal pancreas, they fail to offer comparison between the laparoscopic approach and the standard open approach.

One of the first case-controlled comparative trials of laparoscopic versus open distal pancreatectomies was conducted in 2006 (45). In this study, 15 laparoscopic procedures were matched to 15 open procedures. Three of the 15 laparoscopic procedures were converted to open secondary to bleeding and retroperitoneal tumor adherence; these three cases represented the only pancreatic adenocarcinomas included. At that time the authors concluded that their results were unclear as to whether resection of distal pancreatic adenocarcinoma was "consistently feasible with the laparoscopic approach" (45).

In 2008 the CPC published the largest comparative trial to that date (16). This study of 667 patients who underwent distal pancreatectomy between 2002 and 2006 included 159 (24%) attempted laparoscopic resections with mixed pathologies. Twenty (13%) laparoscopic procedures were converted to open. Importantly, 150 patients had pancreatic adenocarcinoma in this study. Resections for pancreatic adenocarcinoma were performed open more frequently than laparoscopically in this population (26% vs. 10%; P<0.001). Cohorts were matched by age, ASA, tumor size, length of resected specimen, and pathology for open (n=200) or laparoscopic (n=142) resection. There was no difference in OR time (216 vs. 230 minutes; P=0.3), development of major pancreatic fistula (18% vs. 11%; P=0.1), major complication (17% vs. 10%; P=0.08), or 30-day mortality (1% vs. 0%; P=0.040). Open procedures had higher estimated blood loss (588 vs. 357 mL, P<0.01), increased wound infections (15% vs. 5%; P=0.004), increased need for drain placement post-operatively (15% vs. 6% P=0.02) and longer hospital stay (9.0 vs. 5.9 days; P<0.01). Laparoscopic resection was independently associated with shorter hospital stay (HR 0.33; CI: 0.19-0.56; P<0.01). From this study, it became clear that laparoscopic distal pancreatectomy is not only feasible, but it could also offer additional benefits as compared to the open approach; yet, the question of oncologic outcomes after laparoscopic resection remained (16).

Table 1 Published studies comparing open with laparoscopic distal pancreatectomy for adenocarcinoma

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Total cases</th>
<th>Conversions</th>
<th>Mean estimated blood loss (mL)</th>
<th>Complication rate (%)</th>
<th>Perioperative mortality (%)</th>
<th>Mean tumor size (cm)</th>
<th>Positive margin (%)</th>
<th>Mean number of harvested lymph nodes</th>
<th>Overall survival</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kooby et al. (41) [2010]</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>790*</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>16 months b,c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magge et al. (42) [2013]</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>570*</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>16 months b,c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rehman et al. (43) [2013]</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3 year: 74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hu et al. (44) [2014]</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>54 months c</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a, multi-institutional; b, case-controlled data; c, median value reported; −, data not available; *, P<0.05; Lap, laparoscopic.

Short term oncologic outcomes of laparoscopic resection

Resection margins

Though debated, one of the oncologic goals of resection in pancreatic adenocarcinoma is achieving microscopically negative margins (R0). Some small non-comparative studies have shown that laparoscopic resection can frequently achieve R0 resections for pancreatic adenocarcinoma (93-100%) (19,46,47). Multiple comparative studies have found that laparoscopic and open procedures have similar rates of R0 margins on final pathology (74-97% vs. 73-96%; P=NS)
(16,41,43,48). The CPC studied 212 patients with resected pancreatic adenocarcinoma and matched open (n=70) and laparoscopic (n=23) resections by age, ASA, and tumor size. They found no difference in positive margin (R1) rates (34% vs. 26%; P=0.61) (41). Few studies have found that laparoscopic margins are more likely to be negative than in open procedures, but DiNorcia et al. report in their series of distal pancreatectomies with mixed pathology that the laparoscopic approach was associated with decreased R1 resections (2.8% vs. 13%; P=0.01); however, the malignancies reported include neuroendocrine tumors and pancreatic adenocarcinoma. Additionally, patients who had procedures that were converted to open were analyzed in the open group, and the groups were not matched such that adverse pathologic factors that could have increased the risk of R1 margins were not considered (31).

In a study by Fernandez-Cruz et al., laparoscopic RAMPS for pancreatic adenocarcinoma was evaluated (17). As discussed previously, the RAMPS approach to distal pancreatectomy potentially offers increased rates of R0 resections with negative tangential margins. Of 13 attempted laparoscopic RAMPS in this study, 3 procedures were converted to open secondary to adhesions to the diaphragm and invasion of the colon. In the 10 RAMPS cases that proceeded laparoscopically, an R0 resection was achieved in 90%, whereas in the converted cases, the R0 rate was only 33%, suggesting that an R1 resection in these patients was associated with more invasive or adherent disease (17). This study does not offer comparison to the open technique. Other small studies of highly selected patients undergoing minimally invasive RAMPS for malignancy in the pancreatic tail reported R0 tangential and transectional margins in 100% of cases (49,50). Yet these patients who had R0 resections were highly selected only to include tumors that were confined to the pancreas, did not invade adjacent organs, and did not approximate the celiac axis (50). Therefore, in highly selected patient populations, MIS RAMPS can offer excellent resection margins.

LN harvest
Current data suggest that a minimum of 12 LNs should be harvested for resections of pancreatic adenocarcinoma based on single institution and SEER data (51,52). If fewer than 12 LNs are resected, the likelihood of underestimating the nodal stage becomes greater. Therefore, patients with fewer than 12 LNs resected who seemingly have N0 disease have shorter median overall survival than N0 patients with greater than 12 LNs resected secondary to occult nodal metastases (16 vs. 23 months; P<0.001) (52).

In the aforementioned non-comparative study of patients undergoing laparoscopic RAMPS, the mean LN harvest was 14.5 (6-20 range) for the ten laparoscopic distal pancreatectomies for pancreatic adenocarcinoma (17). Most studies comparing the number of LNs in laparoscopic and open cases found no significant differences in the number of LNs harvested (31,41,43,48,53). In a matched comparative study of distal pancreatectomies for pancreatic adenocarcinoma, the CPC found similar numbers of LNs for open compared to laparoscopic cases (12.3 ± 8.3 vs. 14.0 ± 8.6; P=0.46) (41). One single institution study of distal pancreatic resection for mixed pathology reported fewer LNs in the laparoscopic group (mean: 4 vs. 10; P=0.04); however, the laparoscopic cohort had fewer patients with pancreatic adenocarcinoma (4.1% vs. 21%; P<0.01), which could have influenced the surgeon’s operative approach to nodal resection (54).

Long-term oncologic outcomes of laparoscopic resection
Few studies offer long-term data on patients after laparoscopic distal pancreatectomy for pancreatic adenocarcinoma. Below, the results from these few studies on recurrence and survival are summarized.

Data are scarce on recurrence of pancreatic adenocarcinoma after laparoscopic resection, and comparative data are limited. Most of our insights into recurrence outcomes originate from non-comparative studies. In 2005, Mabrut et al. conducted a multi-institutional European study of laparoscopic distal pancreatectomies that included 16 patients with a pancreatic malignancy, 4 of which were pancreatic adenocarcinoma (19). During the median 15-month follow up, 23% of patients with malignant tumors had a recurrence. Notably, no patients had evidence of trochanteric recurrence (19). The following year, D’Angelica et al. reported a series of laparoscopic hand-assisted distal pancreatectomies, one of which was for adenocarcinoma (18). This patient presented six months post-operatively with liver metastases but no local recurrence (18). Larger comparative trials that report recurrence data are warranted.

In the study by Fernandez-Cruz of laparoscopic RAMPS, 3 of 10 patients died within a year with local recurrence and liver metastases with a median survival of 14 months (17). All patients who underwent laparoscopic RAMPS received adjuvant chemotherapy three weeks post-operatively (17). In a more recent study of patients undergoing laparoscopic distal pancreatectomy for adenocarcinoma, the median
survival after resection was 19 months (n=29) (47). In an unmatched single institution study of patients undergoing laparoscopic (n=8) or open (n=14) distal pancreatectomy for pancreatic adenocarcinoma, there was no difference in 3 year overall survival rates (82% vs 74%; P=0.89) (43). The CPC reported a 16 month median survival after both laparoscopic (n=23) and open (n=70) approaches in matched cohorts (P=0.71) (41). The evidence to date suggests that the recurrence and survival outcomes of laparoscopic distal pancreatectomy for adenocarcinoma are similar to those of open procedures.

Cost outcomes

In evaluating comparative value of surgical techniques, cost must be considered. There are limited financial data on outcomes specific to pancreatic adenocarcinoma pathology after laparoscopic resection; therefore, the data on laparoscopic distal pancreatectomy including resection for all pathology are here reported and are summarized in Table 2.

A single institution Korean study in 2008 found that the total cost (operating room charges and hospitalization cost) for laparoscopic (n=31) distal pancreatectomies was more expensive than that of the open [167] approach ($4,884.2±1,845.1 vs. $3,401.4±1,247.5; P<0.001) (55). Subsequent studies in Britain and Italy in 2012 showed that though the operating room cost of laparoscopic distal pancreatectomy is higher than open (£5,231* vs £6,039*; 11** vs 7**; £13,656** vs £10,842**), decreased length of stay after laparoscopy (5.2 vs 7.7 days; P=0.01) led to decreased total variable costs (£10,480 vs £13,900; P=0.06) (59). These studies show that laparoscopic distal pancreatectomy is a financially reasonable approach to resection. Future goals are aimed towards reducing intraoperative costs further.

Robotic approach to resection of distal pancreatic adenocarcinoma

Rates of robotic surgery have been increasing since its advent over a decade ago (60). Much like laparoscopic surgery initially, there are barriers to the universal adoption of this new approach including overall expense, a steep learning curve, and lack of tactile feedback to the operator. Yet, robotic surgery offers three-dimensional optics, increased freedom of motion, precision, and improved ergonomics for the surgeon (60-62). Consequently, robotic surgery is becoming widespread and versatile.

The surgical approach to robotic conventional distal pancreatectomy with splenectomy and the RAMPS procedure has been well described elsewhere (63-65). One of the first reports of robotics used in pancreatic surgery came from Italy in 2003 (66). In this study, 5 patients underwent robotic distal pancreatectomy, 3 of whom had pancreatic adenocarcinoma. The operating room time was 270 minutes. The mean length of stay was 11 days.
One patient had a complication of a pancreatic leak (20%), and there were no post-operative mortalities (66). A similar study from 2010 of 43 patients who underwent distal pancreatectomy by the same author had similar postoperative outcomes: pancreatic leak 20.9% and postoperative mortality of 1.5% (64). Choi et al. report on a case series of 4 patients who underwent robotic RAMPS for pancreatic adenocarcinoma in which 100% had R0 margins with a median LN count of 8.5 (range, 2-23) (65). Multiple other cases of robotic distal pancreatectomy and splenectomy have been reported (63,67-72). The results of these studies suggested that robotic distal pancreatectomy could be a feasible approach but were lacking in detailed oncologic and comparative data.

In a study comparing rates of splenic preservation in robotic distal pancreatectomy (n=20) and laparoscopic distal pancreatectomy (n=25), the success of spleen preservation was higher in the robotic group (95% vs. 64%, P=0.027) (68); however, in the case of pancreatic adenocarcinoma, splenic preservation is not recommended. A recent single-institution US study compared consecutive robotic resections (n=30) to an earlier cohort of laparoscopic (n=94) distal pancreatectomies (73). There were no differences in length of hospital stay, pancreatic fistula formation, rate of blood transfusion, or readmission between the two groups. The study included 27 cases of pancreatic adenocarcinoma representing 43% of the robotic and 15% of the laparoscopic patients (P<0.05). For the pancreatic adenocarcinoma cases, the rate of R1 resections was lower in the robotic group (0% vs. 36%; P<0.05), and the robotic procedure yielded more LNs (19 vs. 9; P<0.01) (73). Though this study offers promising short-term oncologic results, studies on long-term outcomes are warranted.

Data from a single institutional study suggest that robotic surgery may further shorten hospital length of stay, resulting in lower total hospital cost compared to open and laparoscopic approaches (LOS: 4 vs. 8 vs. 6 days, P<0.05; $10,588 vs. $16,059 vs. $12,986, P<0.05) (74). Though this offers insight into a single hospital’s experience, it does not reflect financial outcomes universally or the monetary investment in the robotic technology and its upkeep. Further studies are needed.

Not enough data exist to evaluate the safety and long-term outcomes of robotic distal pancreatectomy for pancreatic adenocarcinoma. The robotic approach to distal pancreatectomy does offer the advantage of increasing the surgeon’s ability to preserve the spleen, yet this is contraindicated in the case of pancreatic adenocarcinoma. Therefore, at this time, robotic surgery for distal pancreatic adenocarcinoma does not offer a definitive benefit.

**Fluorescence-guided intraoperative tumor localization**

Another emerging technology in oncologic surgery is fluorescence-guided tumor localization to aid in complete tumor resection. In this technique, tumor-specific fluorescent particles are administered to the patient that bind tumor. These particles can then be visualized or detected with an instrument, which allows surgeons to more easily distinguish between cancer cells and normal tissue during resection. In mouse models of pancreatic cancer, this technique has allowed for improved margins of resection, decreased local and distant recurrence, and longer disease-free survival after open and laparoscopic resections (75,76). In another study of a mouse model, a fluorescence-detecting device showed promise for use in the inspection of surgical margins for residual disease, which could increase rates of attaining negative margins (77). This technology could represent the next step to improving treatment of pancreatic cancer in open and laparoscopic resections.

**Conclusions**

Over the last two decades, laparoscopic distal pancreatectomy for pancreatic adenocarcinoma has become more common, though there are no randomized trials comparing this technique to open surgical technique. Data primarily from retrospective studies suggest that post-operative complication rates between open and laparoscopic distal pancreatectomies are similar. In exploring short-term oncologic outcomes after laparoscopic resection of distal pancreatic adenocarcinoma, there are no differences in the rate of achieving negative margins or in the number of LNs resected when compared to open surgery. There are limited recurrence and survival data on laparoscopic compared to open distal pancreatectomy for pancreatic adenocarcinoma, but in the few studies that assess long term outcomes, recurrence rates and survival outcomes appear similar; the need for randomized trials remains. Most recent studies have suggested that though laparoscopic distal pancreatectomy incurs a greater operative cost, the associated shorter length of hospital stay leads to decreased overall cost compared to open procedures.

Multiple new technologies are emerging to improve treatment of pancreatic cancer. Robotic pancreatectomy
is feasible, but there are limited data on resection of pancreatic adenocarcinoma, and outcomes appear similar to laparoscopic approaches. Additionally, fluorescence-guided surgery represents a new technology on the horizon that could improve oncologic outcomes after resection of pancreatic adenocarcinoma. Overall, laparoscopic distal pancreatectomy appears safe and reasonable, though additional studies of long-term oncologic outcomes are merited.
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